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Ariel Vaughn is a high-powered attorney and a partner at her firm, dating one of the most eligible

bachelors in New York City, who is also a powerful judge firmly on the political path. She's living the

high life, but her sex life has hit a low point. He was once a tiger in the sheets, but his interest has

cooled considerably, and Ariel is wound so tight she's about to explode. When a hot young escort

introduces her to the Black Door and her best friend encourages her to try it out, she finds a fantasy

playground for women - full of every sexual temptation a girl could dream of. It is there that she

meets a man who turns her on physically, mentally, and emotionally. But when her sexual fantasy

life begins to spill into her real life, everything starts to spiral out of control. In this sensual, erotic

novel, Ariel stands to lose everything that means something to her for that next sweet fix.
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I recently purchased an  Kindle (love it), which means I'm only looking to buy eBooks. Well, during

one of my book searches, which I conveniently did from my Kindle, I came across Velvet's The

Black Door. I read a sample and immediately downloaded it. I enjoyed the book immensely and

some of the sex scenes really stimulated my imagination. Had me wondering if there really is a

place like The Black Door. The thought of going someplace where you can be anonymous and let

go of all your inhibitions, doing things you said you'd never do. Lawd, have mercy! Oh, back to the

book. Get the book, you won't be disappointed! The book was so damn good, I immediately did

another search for this author and came across another one of her books, Seduction: The Black



Door Two. I downloaded this one without reading the sample because if this second book is

anything like her first, I know I won't be disappointed. I see she has a soon to be released third

book. I hope it will also be available as an eBook because I'm looking forward to a wonderful

reading relationship with Velvet. Thank you Velvet for unleashing the wildest parts of my

imagination. Ump!

"The Black Door" is a fantasy playground for HIGH POWERED WOMEN full of every erotic sexual

fantasy a girl could dream of. At the suggestion of a handsome, professional escort and her wildly

freakish best friend..... Ariel decides she'll just go get her looksie on! After her long term man

Preston Hendricks' is more than often preoccupied with sitting on the Supreme Court to attend to

Ariel's sexual desires, she decides she's now going back to "The Black Door" FOR FULL FLEDGE

SATISFACTION! With her mask lover turning her emotionally, mentally and physically inside out.....

Ariel considers what life is like aside from being the potential trophy wife. ALL HELLZ BREAKS

LOOSE when the mask hit the floor and the identity of her secret lover is revealed! Loved the

suspense in keeping the identities unknown, erotic sex scenes & the flipped ending! Can't wait to

find out what happens next in "Seduction"!Ebony EyeCU Reading

I have read all 4 books and I love them all I wasn't much of a book reader these 4 books was my

first ones now I can't seem to stop looking for books to read :)

I would definitely recommend this book. I was taken to such a wonderful place. I got the other books

in the series just to get to the end.

only good for the smut. story line was ok but the ending was awful, not because it was a bad ending,

but rather because it was abrupt, as if the author decided they were tired of writing the book.

This book was just okay. I enjoy erotica but this was very mild not erotic at all. The place that that

the main character went to was full of fantasy and eroctism but most of the book took place

elsewhere and really didn't focus on "The Black Door". This entire book laid a foundation of the main

character but never really got juicy.

Gotta Love the suspenseful Velvet series!



Ended pretty abruptly but it was juicy and well written. A few typos.... But overall, good book. I would

recommend it.
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